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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Modernism and Anthropology. Marc Manganaro, of the Department of 
English of the University of Hawaii at Manoa, is editing a volume 
on this topic. Scholars of literature, languages and the social 
sciences are encouraged to submit proposals of 2-3 pages or 
completed papers of 15-40 typescript pages until August 15. Of 
special interest are essays that treat the relation between the 
literature and culture of 1900-1945 and then-current 
anthropology, and papers that apply contemporary theoreticl 
considerations-are especially welcome. Papers can be previously 
presented or published (though not in book form). 
GLEANINGS FROM ACADEMIC GATHERINGS 
April 1986--Society for. American Archaeology (New 
Edwin Lyon organized a symposium on the preservation of 
archeological records, with papers by Cal Calabrese, Chris 
Peebles, Ruthan Knudson, Joseph Tiffany and Lyon. 
September 1986--World Archaeological Congress (Southampton): 
At the session for "History of Prehistoric and and 
Protohistoric Alice Kehoe gave a paper 
entitled "From the Brow of Zeus: The Foundation of 
archaeology. " Other papers included Chris Chippindale, 
"Social Archaeology in Britain at the Invention of 
Prehistory ( 1865-70) "; G. Gaucher, "La recherche 
protohistorique enb France a la fin du XIX siecle"; J. P. 
Domenichini, "L' archeologie a Madagascar jusque 1960: U:ne 
archeologie coloniale"; Daniel Schavelzon, "The Early Uses 
of Stratigraphy in Mexico." · 
November 1986--Indianapolis Archaeology Conference: James 
Madison, of Indiana University, delivered a paper on "Eli 
Lilly: Patron of Midwestern Archaeology." 
December 1986 Modern Language Association (New York): Marc 
Manganaro organized a special session on "Anthropology and 
British Modernism," which included papers by Steven Putzel 
(Georgia State U.), "Modern Ritual: Yeats and the Cambridge 
Anthropologists"; Daniel J. Schneider (U. of Tennesee, 
Knoxville), "D. H. Lawrence's Physical Religion: Debt to 
Tyler, Frobenius, and Nuttall"; Jack Stewart (U. of British 
Columbia), "Totem and Symbol in The Fox and st. Mawr"; 
William Harmon (U. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill), "From 
Aristophanes via Cornford to Eliot". 
May 1987 Explaining Archaeology's Past (Carbondale, Ill.): 
Nearly sixty scholars interested in the history of 
archaeology met at Southern Illinois University on May 1-2 
for a conference organized by Andrew L. Christenson on 
"Explaining Archaeology's Past: The Method and Theory of the 
History of Archaeology." Nineteen historians of archaeology 
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